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Globally distributed, software development poses many challenges to those involved. Often developers or
even whole teams work in isolation and subsequently must integrate results, usually with the aid of
collaborative technologies. Developers may never meet their distant partners but still need to rely on them
and coordinate with them. In this talk, I will cover a number of research results involving distance
collaborations. The results are principally centered around the themes of awareness, trust, and software tool
support. Some of the results are surprising or, at the least, non-intuitive. For instance, there is evidence that
knowing personal information about a collaborator can be as valuable as knowing their expertise. Other
results contribute details to our understanding of collaboration. For instance, trust can be framed as a
dynamic process and when trust is lost, an adjustment of expectations can lead to its reestablishment and
productive collaboration. Software tool support for awareness and trust shows promise. For instance, tools
can be demonstrated to have a definite, positive effect on collaborators’ awareness of one another’s
activities and work situations and, consequently, improve a sense of trust among collaborators. Yet, positive
evidence for tool support can be countered by negative attitudes about innovative, social tools. Tool usage
beyond adoption also requires the alignment of organizational factors. These examples are just a sample of
results I will cover. In general, I hope to excite the audience about this fascinating line of research and to
inspire others to investigate awareness and trust further and integrate their findings into software tools.
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